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‘Global Health Education in Germany: needs, deficits and potential benefits - a cross-sectional study among medical students (Part 2 of 2: Knowledge gaps and potential benefits)’

This manuscript is the revised submission of a two-part series on global health education in Germany. The major changes done on Part 2 of the series during the revision are the following:

- We have merged the previously submitted second part of the manuscript with the previously submitted third part of the series. The third part is thus not existent any more as a stand-alone paper. All sections of the third part are consequently embedded in corresponding sections of this submitted version.

- In details, we have added findings regarding the importance medical students place to selected social determinants of health into the results section of the previous version and adapted the abstract, background, methods and discussion section accordingly.

For further questions regarding the revision of this manuscript, please do not hesitate to contact me.

Yours sincerely,

Kayvan Bozorgmehr